
  

Extras

A/N: This isn't a chapter. This is my remarks because we're

nearing the end of the book, so I want to take a chapter and ask

for feedback and provide you with some fun-facts and extras.

Think of it as the credits to the book. 

Book Review Survey 

Please answer each question if you have time and want to. The

feedback will help me become a better writer and think of how to

improve stories like these.

1. Did you like this book, and how much? a58

2. Would you recommend this fanfic to another marvel fan? a41

3. Favorite Moment and Why? a43

4. Least Favorite Moment and Why? a40

5. Was the pacing good? Did you think all the movies I chose to

include were important? Did I spend too much time on anything or

was it all good? a35

6. What did you think of Auralie as a character? Did I develop her

enough? a32

7. What did you think of Auralie and Wanda's relationship? a33

8. What do you think I am best at writing? Do you like my writing

style? a24

9. Did this book have a good blend of humor and seriousness, and

action and romance? a28

10. Did I stay true to the characters for the most part and make them

believable marvel heroes and villains? a23

*Baymax Voice* On a scale of 1-10 how would you rate this book. a47

If you took the time to give me feedback, thank you, I really wanted to

see what you all thought of my writing. I am an aspiring author and

any feedback helps. a2

Fun Facts About Writing This Book

- Auralie was originally born in America, but I changed it to make

more sense with Evanna Lynch as the faceclaim.

- I don't remember how I came up with Evanna Lynch as my main

Oc's faceclaim, but I know I came up with Tom Felton as Lucian

because I was looking up gifs of Evanna Lynch for this story. 

- Auralie always had a twin brother and an older sister, but originally I

was going to come up with another Oc to make Ali's biological sister. I

scrapped that idea because developing another character like that

would take the focus away from Ali and it made more sense to have

Maria as the older sister. I think I made a good choice on that. 

- Auralie always had light powers, but I came up with the idea for

shadow powers later in the book. 

- This story was always going to be a Wanda Maximo  story because I

really wanted to develop Wanda in the way the MCU has neglected to

do, and I think I did alright. 

- Auralie Shadow was not the original name for my OC, but I forget

what was.

- Auralie originally was a lot more closed o  and opposed to

friendship, but I changed that because it made no sense not to have

her develop friendships and camaraderie with the Avengers. 

- She also wasn't as funny or sarcastic and didn't have the interests in

cartoons and stu , but I changed that fast because she didn't seem to

make sense in a Marvel world of sarcasm and bad jokes. 

- Auralie was a lot less caring and emotional too, but that made no

sense. Her character was a mess when I first imagined it, but I fixed it

up a lot. 

- Auralie and Wanda's relationship originally didn't become o icial

until Infinity War, but I scrapped that because I wanted them to have

a successful relationship for a few years and then get married. a1

- The plan was always for them to be married and reveal it in a big

plot twist. a2

- Sam and Bucky were always two of Auralie's best friends because I

think the three of them have a good dynamic. 

- Wanda and Auralie were always a sweet and adorable and healthy

couple, not a passionate one that argues a lot because I get tired of

those and they never last anyways. I wanted two people in a happy

relationship. 

- One of the big things I grappled with throughout this book was

Pietro. Did I kill him o ? Did I bring him back? Eventually, I decided to

bring him back as a ghost, but there was a lot of thought about what

to do with him. 

- Originally Elory killed Lucian then tried to kill Auralie and Wanda

saved her. I thought it would be more emotional if Auralie killed

Lucian and then she and Wanda defeat Elory together. I also wanted

to give Maria a badass moment by having her finish o  Elory for

good. 

- I did think about Elory killing Auralie at the end. I scrapped that

thought early on though because I love Auralie and Wanda and they

need to be together forever. So screw my original thoughts. a3

- This book followed the PG-13 guidelines and only dropped one f-

bomb, which I did to see you all react and say language. a2

- This book has the most votes and the second most reads of any of

my stories at the moment. It is also my longest story on Wattpad by a

long shot at the moment. 

Thank You

I would just like to say, that as the end of this book draws nearer, you

all have been great readers and I love you all. Your comments and

votes and adding this to your reading list make me so happy. I have

loved writing this story and I have loved making you all happy. a9

a2

(The gif is my reaction to the fact that a er these extras, or credits,

there's only one more bonus chapter planned) a3

Thank you all so much, for everything. 

Dedication

I had literally no one to dedicate this to at the beginning of the story,

because, well, no one was reading this yet. I only had my IRL friend

who introduced me to Wattpad, but she wasn't reading this because

she's been busy with school and stu  and also I never see her

anymore. But now I have someone I want to dedicate this to. They

were the first person to really comment on this and have been

reading it ever since, and making me laugh. 

Thank you, @JarvisDropMyNeedle for your comments and song

references. You have more song references then pretty much

everyone, and for that, this story is dedicated to you. a7

Continue reading next part 
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